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Abstract

We present a latent diffusion model over 3D scenes, that can be trained using
only 2D image data. To achieve this, we first design an autoencoder that maps
multi-view images to 3D Gaussian splats, and simultaneously builds a compressed
latent representation of these splats. Then, we train a multi-view diffusion model
over the latent space to learn an efficient generative model. This pipeline does not
require object masks nor depths, and is suitable for complex scenes with arbitrary
camera positions. We conduct careful experiments on two large-scale datasets
of complex real-world scenes – MVImgNet and RealEstate10K. We show that
our approach enables generating 3D scenes in as little as 0.2 seconds, either from
scratch, from a single input view, or from sparse input views. It produces diverse
and high-quality results while running an order of magnitude faster than non-latent
diffusion models and earlier NeRF-based generative models.

1 Introduction

Learning generative models that capture the distribution of the 3D world around us is a compelling
yet challenging problem. As well as the grander aim of building intelligent agents that can understand
their environment, such models are also useful for many practical tasks. In games and visual
effects, they enable effortless creation of 3D assets, which currently is notoriously difficult, slow
and expensive. In computer vision, they enable 3D reconstruction of realistic scenes from a single
image, with the generative model synthesising plausible 3D details even for regions not visible in the
image—unlike classical 3D reconstruction methods [35, 64].

Large-scale datasets of images, text and video [83, 29, 7] have enabled learning impressive generative
models for those modalities [78, 73, 41]. However, there are no extant large-scale datasets of
photorealistic 3D scenes. Existing 3D datasets are either large but consist primarily of isolated objects
(not full scenes), often with unrealistic textures [118, 22, 12]; or they are photorealistic environments
(captured with 3D scanners) but too small for learning a generative model over [21, 4]. In contrast,
large-scale in-the-wild datasets of multi-view images are now readily available [128, 135, 74].

It is therefore desirable to learn 3D generative models directly from datasets of multi-view images,
rather than from 3D data. One naïve strategy is to apply standard 3D reconstruction techniques to
every scene in such a dataset, then train a 3D generative model directly on the resulting reconstructions
[65, 129]. However, this is computationally expensive. It also leads to a challenging learning task for
the generative model, since by reconstructing scenes independently we do not obtain a smooth, shared
space of representations (e.g. similar scenes may have very different weights when represented as a
NeRF [64]). This makes it difficult to learn a prior that generalises, rather than simply memorising
individual scenes. These limitations have inspired a line of works that learn 3D generative models
directly from images [3, 96, 84, 38]. Unfortunately, recent methods are very slow to sample, since they
require expensive volumetric rendering operations after every step of a diffusion process [96, 2, 102].

In this work, we design an efficient generative model for 3D scenes that is trained using only posed
multi-view images. Our key idea is to learn an autoencoder on multi-view images, that simultaneously
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builds a structured 3D representation while also compressing this into a lower dimensionality latent
space. We can then train a denoiser on the resulting latent representations, and perform the expensive
iterative denoising process in this much lower-dimensional space. Unlike previous 3D-aware diffusion
models [96, 102], the rendering operation is not inside the sampling loop.

We adopt Gaussian Splats [48] as our 3D representation. Recent work on 3D reconstruction has shown
splats achieve a favorable trade-off between reconstruction quality and training/rendering speed. The
original work of Kerbl et al. [48] considered only reconstruction from densely-captured images,
but several more recent works aim to predict splats from one or few images [17, 13, 97, 130, 124].
However, unlike ours, these methods are not generative – they do not capture a distribution over 3D
scenes. They therefore cannot predict the full space of scenes consistent with the input images; nor
can they perform other tasks such as unconditional or class-conditional generation. Score distillation
[72, 108] provides a way to leverage 2D generative models for 3D content synthesis, but such methods
neither learn nor sample a true 3D prior, and so are still prone to undesirable artifacts [99, 123, 19].

Our proposed model is very fast, since it benefits from the efficient rendering and optimisation of
Gaussian Splats, and also from the speed-up provided by diffusion over a compressed latent space.
This enables sampling a full batch of eight 3D scenes in just 1.6s—more than 20× faster than the
fastest existing 3D-aware diffusion model [96]. In addition, our model has the following desirable
features: (i) it can represent arbitrarily large scenes, by placing 3D content anywhere in the view
frustum of the cameras (in particular, it is not limited to pre-segmented or object-centric scenes); (ii)
it supports several tasks—unconditional generation, single-image 3D reconstruction, sparse-view 3D
reconstruction, depending on the conditioning signal provide during inference; (iii) it does not rely
on any depth or segmentation estimates or annotations for training—it can be trained from scratch
using only posed multi-view images.

To summarise, our core contribution is the first generative model that learns and samples a
distribution over real-world scenes represented as Gaussian Splats. Our technical contributions
that enable this are: (i) we design a new 3D-aware autoencoder architecture that learns to represent
multi-view images via a compressed latent space, that can be decoded to Gaussian Splats; (ii)
we demonstrate how diverse and realistic 3D scenes can be sampled efficiently with a diffusion
model on the latent representation, either unconditionally or conditioned on an input image; (iii) we
show that for a given compute budget, our latent approach gives significantly better results for both
unconditional generation and generative reconstruction.

2 Related Work

Reconstruction from dense views. Numerous scene representations and corresponding inference
methods have been proposed, including surface representations (e.g. meshes, distance fields [70]),
point clouds [82, 86, 93], light fields [20, 32] and volumetric representations (e.g. radiance fields [120]
and voxels [87, 91]). Current state-of-the-art methods use neural radiance fields (NeRFs) [64, 5],
which implicitly parameterize a radiance field with a neural network, making them easily optimizable
with gradient descent by minimizing an image reconstruction loss. However, NeRFs require expensive
volumetric rendering involving numerous MLP queries, and despite recent efforts to reduce their
size [71, 28, 2, 66, 55, 14, 121, 28], both training and rendering remain slow. Recently, Gaussian
Splatting [48] was introduced as an alternative that allows real-time rendering and fast training, with
quality approaching that of state-of-the-art NeRFs. Our work also uses this efficient representation,
but instead of fitting individual scenes, we build a generative model that learns to sample them from a
distribution (e.g. conditioned on a class label or sparse set of images).

Reconstruction from sparse views. While the above methods can reconstruct 3D from dense
(e.g. >50) sets of images, in practice, parts of a scene cannot be observed from multiple images and
need to inferred. To solve this, a line of work trains models to reconstruct 3D scenes from fewer
(e.g. <10) views. Most approaches [126, 110, 15, 60, 39, 115, 60, 116, 76] unproject 2D image
features into 3D space, fuse them and apply NeRF rendering. Several recent and concurrent methods
[13, 17, 139, 130, 124, 133, 114, 88, 97] tackle the sparse-view reconstruction task using splats as
the 3D representation; others aim to predict novel views directly, without explicit 3D [53, 79, 25].
However, these methods are not probabilistic—they do not represent uncertainty about unobserved
parts of the scene (e.g. the back of an object). As a result, instead of sampling one of many plausible
3D representations, these methods output a single average solution. For example, MVSplat [17] and
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Figure 1: Overview of our latent diffusion model for 3D scene synthesis. Left: We train an
autoencoder, that encodes (green box; E) multi-view images {xv}V1 to a compressed latent space
{zv}V1 . It simultaneously learns to decode (blue box; D) the latents to parameters of Gaussian splats
S, which can then be rendered back to images x∗. Right: We train a denoising diffusion model
(pink box; vθ) over the multi-view latent features zv. This supports unconditional generation, or
generation conditioned on an input image xcond (itself encoded with E). Following the efficient,
low-dimensional denoising process, the resulting latents are mapped back to a 3D scene by D.

pixelSplat [13] train a network to map context images to 3D splats, but lack the ability to generate
3D scenes unconditionally or to sample diverse completions for occluded regions. latentSplat [114]
does construct a posterior distribution over splats then sample this—however it imposes a mean-field
(independent) posterior on the splat parameters themselves, meaning it cannot capture complex
posterior dependencies in the scene geometry, and thus cannot sample coherent shapes for unobserved
areas of scenes. Note that almost all the above methods are designed for two or more input views.
Only SplatterImage [97] can predict 3D splats from a single image, and even this method is limited
to masked, object-centric scenes. While some approaches incorporate information from generative
models ad-hoc to increase plausibility of uncertain regions [89, 77, 138, 63, 19, 69], they do not learn
to sample the true posterior distribution on scenes, which our method aims to learn.

Generative models. Diverse families of generative models [50, 31, 106, 47, 94, 42] have been
proposed to learn complex distributions from training data. With the success of generative models
across various modalities, including language [107, 73], sound [105], and images [78, 41], there is
now a growing interest in sampling 3D content. A straightforward approach is to create a large-scale
3D dataset [12, 22] and train a generative model directly on this [62, 104, 16, 134, 45, 54, 18, 65, 6,
111, 49, 90, 34, 46, 33]. However, unlike other modalities, large-scale, highly-realistic 3D datasets of
scenes are challenging to create, and most 3D representations lack shared structure (as each datapoint
is created independently, e.g. meshes have different topologies, and point-clouds different numbers
of points) making learning priors difficult. While recent works use autodecoding [6] or optimal
transport to share structure across representations [129], these methods have been limited to small or
object-centric datasets.

To circumvent the difficulty of learning a smooth prior over independently-reconstructed scenes,
various methods learn a 3D-aware generative model directly from images. A simple yet elegant
approach [26, 117, 7, 11, 103, 58, 101, 127, 113, 51, 100, 59, 57, 44, 30, 98] is to generate multi-view
images conditioned on camera poses without an explicit 3D representation, then reconstruct 3D from
the generated images using classical 3D reconstruction methods. However, it inherits the limitations
of classical methods, primarily the need to generate a large number of consistent images (>50) and
the absence of priors in the 3D reconstruction process.

To directly sample 3D representations, some works learn 3D-aware generative models of 2D images,
which retain the mathematical formulation of generative image models, but introduce priors into
the network architecture which force the model to output images via an explicit 3D representation.
Seminal approaches were based on VAEs [52, 36, 38, 1, 37] and GANs [84, 10, 92, 23, 68, 67, 132,
24], while current state-of-the-art methods use 3D-aware denoising diffusion models [3, 46, 96, 102,
122, 2, 43, 85, 9]. Unlike score-distillation methods [72, 112, 99, 123, 136, 125, 119, 137, 56, 109]
that suffer from mode-seeking behavior and do not truly sample a distribution, 3D-aware diffusion
models can sample 3D scenes from the true posterior distribution. However, existing works use
radiance fields to represent the scene and thus are limited by slow training, sampling, and rendering
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times. In contrast, our work samples 3D scenes in less than a second (0.2s) compared to 5.4s for the
recent [96] or 51s for [2]; ours can also render the sampled 3D asset in real-time.

3 Method

Our goal is to build a model supporting conditional and unconditional generation of 3D scenes. We
assume access only to a training dataset of multi-view images with camera poses (readily available
from phone cameras or COLMAP SfM [82]). We do not require any additional 2D/3D supervision
(e.g. annotations, pretrained models, foreground masks, depth-maps) and we do not assume that
camera poses are aligned consistently across the dataset.

We achieve this by designing a latent diffusion framework that is trained in two stages. First, a
3D-aware variational autoencoder (VAE) is trained on sets of multi-view images (Sec.3.1). It encodes
multi-view images to a compact latent representation, decodes this to an explicit 3D scene represented
by Gaussian Splats, then renders the scene to reconstruct images. Second, we train a denoising
diffusion model on the compact latent space learnt by the autoencoder (Sec.3.2). This diffusion model
is trained jointly for class-conditional and image-conditional generation, and can efficiently learn a
distribution on the latent space. During inference, the resulting latents are decoded back to splats by
the autoencoder, and rendered.

3.1 Autoencoder

Our autoencoder takes as input V views x = {xv}Vv=1 of a scene (each of size H ×W pixels), with
their relative camera poses π = {πv}Vv=1. It processes these jointly to give a set of splats S, such
that rendering S from each πv should reconstruct the original image xv. Importantly, it passes all
information about the scene through a low-dimensional latent bottleneck, yielding a compressed
representation from which the splats are then decoded and rendered.

Encoding multi-view images. The xv are first passed independently through three downsampling
residual blocks similar to [27, 78], yielding feature maps of resolution H

8 × W
8 . These features are

processed by a multi-view U-Net [80], which enables the different views to exchange information
efficiently (necessary to achieve a consistent 3D reconstruction). This U-Net is based closely on
[42]. To adapt it to our multi-view setting, we take inspiration from video diffusion models, notably
[8], and add a small cross-view ResNet after each block that combines information from all views,
for each pixel independently. We also modify all attention layers to jointly attend across features
from all views. Aside from these parts, all the remainder of processing by residual blocks treats
views independently. The final convolution of the U-Net outputs the mean and log-variances of a
feature-map of size H

8 × W
8 for each view. This will be the compressed latent space {zv}Vv=1 in

which we perform denoising (see Sec.3.2), and so we restrict it to have only very few channels. We
assume a diagonal Gaussian posterior distribution, following common practice for VAEs [50, 78].
We denote the overall encoder mapping from {xv}Vv=1 to a latent sample {zv}Vv=1 by E; it is shown
by the green box in Fig. 1.

Decoding to a 3D scene. The latent features {zv}Vv=1 are decoded to a 3D scene S represented as
Gaussian Splats [48]. Specifically, we pass the features through three upsampling residual blocks,
mirroring the initial layers of E; this yields feature maps with the same size as the original images.
Similarly to [97, 13], the features for each view are mapped by a convolution layer to parameters
of splats supported on the view frustum. For each pixel, we predict the depth, opacity, RGB color,
rotation and scale of a corresponding splat; in total this requires 12 channels. The 3D position of each
splat is then calculated by unprojecting it along the corresponding camera ray by the predicted depth.
The union of the V ×H ×W splats across all images constitutes our scene representation S. This
representation (aptly termed a splatter image in [97]) provides a structured way to represent splats,
allowing reasoning over them with standard convolutional layers instead of permutation-invariant
layers necessary for unstructured point-clouds. We denote the mapping from {zv}Vv=1 to S by D; it
is shown by the blue box in Fig. 1. The splats S can then be rendered to pixels x∗ using arbitrary
camera parameters π∗; we denote this rendering operation by x∗ = R(S, π∗)

A key benefit of having splats supported on images at all denoised viewpoints is that we can represent
3D content anywhere we look. This contrasts with e.g. SplatterImage [97]—when performing single-
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image reconstruction, they can only parameterise splats inside (or very close to) the view frustum of
the input image, whereas ours can generate coherent content arbitrarily far away.

Conditioning on pose. In order to condition the autoencoder on the relative poses of the views, we
design a novel strategy based on the splat renderer itself. For each view, we generate a set of splats
along the edges of its view frustum; for each view, we assign a random color. We then render the
resulting splat cloud from all cameras. These renderings are concatenated with the input xv before
the first residual block of the encoder. Note that without this conditioning, it is impossible for the
autoencoder to learn the arbitrary scene scale (even if it successfully learns to triangulate the input
images), due to the perspective depth/scale ambiguity.

Training. We assume access to minibatches containing V input views
(
x(in), π(in)

)
, and an

additional V ′ nearby target views
(
x(target), π(target)

)
that are not passed to E. We predict splats

S = D
(
E(x(in), π(in))

)
, then render these at the target views giving x∗

v′ = R
(
S, π(target)

v′

)
∀v′ =

{1 . . . V ′}. The network is then trained as a variational autoencoder [50, 75], using the sum of L2 and
LPIPS [131] distances between input and rendered images as a reconstruction loss, and maximising
the log-probability of the sampled latents {zv}Vv=1 under a standard Gaussian prior. This leads to the
following loss:

LAE =

V ′∑
v′=1

{∣∣∣∣x∗
v′ − x

(target)
v′

∣∣∣∣2
2
+ LPIPS

(
x∗
v′ , x

(target)
v′

)
+ ||zv||22

}
(1)

where β adjusts the weight of the KL loss. Note that unlike methods using NeRFs, the speed of the
splat rendering operation R means we can straightforwardly apply LPIPS to full-image renderings.

Compression. Compared with treating the splats themselves as the latent space, our approach yields
a compression factor of 128× when we use 6 latent channels (as in our main experiments). As shown
in Sec. 4, this enables much more efficient training and inference for the denoiser.

3.2 Denoiser

We now define a denoising diffusion model over the low-dimensional multi-view latent feature maps
{zv}Vv=1 = z produced by the encoder E. We take a similar approach to latent diffusion models for
images [78], but instead of a 2D U-Net, use a very similar multi-view U-Net architecture as in the
autoencoder (Sec. 3.1), now conditioned on the diffusion timestep, as in [42]. We condition this multi-
view U-Net v̂θ on the camera poses πv in the same way as for the autoencoder, i.e. concatenating
a representation of all view frusta. The U-Net is then responsible for learning the joint distribution
of latent features across all views, passing information via cross-view attention and convolution
operations.

Conditional generation. We train the denoiser jointly for image-conditional and class-conditional
generation (choosing randomly which to use for each minibatch), and also dropping the conditioning
entirely for 20% of minibatches to enable classifier-free guidance [40]. For class conditioning, we
follow common practice and use a learnt embedding for class indices, which is added to the timestep
embedding in the U-Net. For image conditioning (i.e. when performing 3D reconstruction), we again
make use of our pretrained encoder E, to encode the conditioning images xcond and their poses πcond.
The conditioning latents output by E(xcond, πcond) are then concatenated with the noisy latents at
the start of the denoiser.

Training. During training we sample minibatches of posed views (x, π). These are converted to
latents z by passing them to E and sampling the posterior. We normalise z to have approximately zero
mean and unit standard deviation, based on statistics of the first training minibatch. We then sample a
diffusion timestep t and sample noisy latent from the Gaussian forward process N (z(t);αtz, σ

2
t I),

where αt and σt are specified by a linear noise schedule; we optimize the denoiser’s parameters θ by
gradient descent on the following loss:

LDDM = Et, ϵ∼N (0,I), z(t) ||v̂θ(z
(t), t)− v(t))||22 (2)

Importantly, due to our abstract latent space, our implementation trains the denoiser v̂θ(z
(t), t) to

predict v(t) ≡ αtϵ− σtz [81] which is more numerically stable than x(0) prediction used by other
3D-aware diffusion models [96, 2, 3] that constrain the denoiser itself to output rendered pixels.
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Table 1: Results from our method and baselines on unconditional/class-conditional scene generation,
3D reconstruction from a single image, and 3D reconstruction from sparse (six) views.

Generation 1-view reconstruction 6-view reconstruction

FID ↓ Time /s ↓ PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓ Time /s ↓ PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓
MVImgNet
Ours 23.1 0.22 20.6 0.324 0.22 24.7 0.184
SplatterImage [97] – – 18.2 0.367 0.03 – –

RealEstate10K
Ours 29.5 0.22 16.4 0.455 0.22 23.3 0.155
SplatterImage [97] – – 16.2 0.347 0.03 – –

MVImgNet furniture
Ours 89.0 0.22 17.9 0.407 0.22 22.9 0.214
GIBR [2] 99.8 44.9 18.5 0.414 44.3 25.4 0.199
Viewset Diffusion [96] 191.4 4.98 17.6 0.540 4.25 – –
RenderDiffusion [3, 2] 234.1 10.2 17.4 0.622 10.2 18.4 0.601
PixelNeRF [126, 2] – – 16.6 0.582 0.12 15.7 0.647

Sampling. To sample a 3D scene from our model, we begin by sampling Gaussian noise z(1000) ∼
N (0, I) in the latent space, and choosing a set of camera poses (e.g. from a held-out validation set)
as conditioning. We then use DDIM sampling [95] to find z(0), with classifier-free guidance for
class conditioning. From this we decode the generated 3D scene by S = D(z(0)), which can then be
rendered efficiently from arbitrary viewpoints π∗ using R.

4 Experiments

We evaluate our model and several baselines on both generation and one-/few-view 3D reconstruction.
Further implementation details for our method and the baselines are given in the appendix.

Datasets. We evaluate our approach on two large-scale datasets of real-world images—
MVImgNet [128] and RealEstate10K [135]. MVimgNet consists of videos showing diverse objects
in the wild. We use the splits from MVPNet subset, containing 87,820 videos covering 180 ob-
ject classes, and restrict to 5000 scenes for evaluation. Each video typically contains 30 frames.
RealEstate10K contains 69893 videos showing indoor and outdoor views of houses. We use the
official splits, again limiting to 5000 scenes for evaluation. Each video typically contains 50-200
frames. We use the complete video clips (often with substantial camera motion) for training and
evaluation, not the shorter, easier segments from [115]. Note that the videos in both datasets depict
complete scenes, not just isolated objects. For both datasets, we center crop the images with size
equal to small edge, then rescale to 96× 96. During training, we randomly sample sets of six frames
as multi-view images. We use the camera poses provided with each dataset, but only provide relative
poses to the model. We do not require any canonicalisation of scene orientation or scale, unlike
earlier methods [96, 3, 97] , and do not rely on segmentation masks nor depths.

Baselines. We compare our approach to several existing works. GIBR [2] and ViewSet Diffu-
sion [96] are 3D-aware diffusion models over multi-view images. They encode sets of noisy views,
and uses these to build a radiance field representation of the scene that is then rendered to give the
denoised images. Like our method, they support both unconditional generation and reconstruction.
However, both are relatively expensive since they must perform volumetric rendering during every
denoising step. RenderDiffusion [3] is a similar method that only requires single images during
training; we use the variant adapted for the in-the-wild data by [2]. SplatterImage [97] is a recent
deterministic method for 3D reconstruction from a single image, outputting splats from a single
U-Net pass. This is currently the only method able to directly predict 3D splats from a single image.
However, the original work only considers masked views of isolated objects; we therefore adapt their
method to work for our larger, unmasked scenes. Lastly, PixelNeRF [126] predicts a radiance field
deterministically by unprojecting features from one or more input images; we use the in-the-wild
variant from [2].
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(a) MVImgNet

(b) RealEstate10K

Figure 2: Qualitative examples of class-conditional (MVImgNet) and unconditional 3D generations
(RealEstate10K) from our method. For each example, the top row shows six rendered views of the
sampled 3D scene, while the bottom row shows the corresponding depths. Note that our model
samples 3D scenes containing objects with complex shape on a realistic background.

Generation results. We first evaluate on unconditional generation of 3D scenes (for RealEstate10K),
and class-conditional generation for the full (180 classes) MVImgNet dataset. Qualitative examples
are given in Fig. 2, with more examples in the appendix. We see that our model can generate objects
of diverse classes, given just the label as conditioning. The generated scenes are coherent across
views, including during long camera motions in RealEstate10K. We also perform a quantitative
evaluation against several existing methods. Here we closely follow the setting of [2], using the
chair, table and sofa classes of MVImgNet. Specifically, we compare against GIBR [2], ViewSet
Diffusion [96] and also the earlier RenderDiffusion [3]. The results are presented in Table 1 (bottom
five rows). On class-conditional generation, our method significantly out-performs the baselines,
achieving an FID of 89.0, vs 99.8 for the second best (GIBR). Moreover, it achieves this while being
174× faster than GIBR (just 0.22s for ours, vs 45s for GIBR), since it avoids the need to render an
image at every denoising step, and also operates over a lower-dimensionality space.

Single-view 3D reconstruction results. We now evaluate generative 3D reconstruction from a
single image. Given an image, we predict 11 other evenly-spaced viewpoints, and measure the
accuracy of the predicted views using PSNR and LPIPS [131]. Since our method is generative (and
can generate many plausible samples for a given input), we follow standard practice for stochastic
prediction and draw multiple (20) samples for each scene then record the best. Here we compare
against SplatterImage [97] on MVImgNet and RealEstate10K, and all other baselines on the furniture
subset of MVImgNet. Qualitative results are given in Fig. 3. We see that our method can reconstruct
plausible shapes from a single image, for diverse object classes and even entire rooms. Details in
the input image are preserved, while plausible content is generated in occluded parts. Moreover, in
Fig. 4, we show that given one image of an object, our model can sample diverse (yet plausible)
texture and shape for the unobserved back of the object. Quantitative results are presented in
Table 1 (‘1-view reconstruction’ columns). We see that our method performs significantly better than
SplatterImage according to both PSNR and LPIPS on the full MVImgNet dataset, as well as PSNR
on RealEstate10K, though SplatterImage slightly exceeds it according to LPIPS. On the MVImgNet
furniture subset (following the protocol of [2], our method is best with respect to the perceptual LPIPS
metric, while GIBR performs slightly better according to PSNR (which generally favors blurrier
results). The older, deterministic PixelNeRF method performs worst according to both reconstruction
metrics. In the appendix, we include additional quantitative results showing that our method’s quality
and accuracy are comparable for images rendered from the same viewpoints as supporting the splats
and latents, and images rendered from other held-out viewpoints.

We also measure the time to reconstruct a scene using each of these methods (fixing each to 50
denoising steps for fairness), processing a minibatch of 8 scenes then calculating the average time per
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(a) MVImgNet

(b) RealEstate10k

Figure 3: Qualitative comparison of 3D reconstruction from a single image between our model
(top row of each scene) and SplatterImage [97] (bottom row of each scene) on MVImgNet (a) and
RealEstate10k (b). The first column shows the input (conditioning) image, the second displays the
ground truth images, while the third and fourth columns display the predicted frames and depths,
respectively. Compared to the baseline, our model yields more plausible reconstruction, especially of
the occluded regions and the background. Additional examples in the Appendix.

scene, on a single consumer GPU (NVIDIA RTX 3090). Of the generative methods, ours is by far the
fastest (0.22s), compared with 4.3s for the next quickest (ViewSet Diffusion). GIBR is the slowest,
taking 44s to reconstruct a scene; it is limited by the need to construct and re-render a NeRF during
each denoising step. PixelNeRF is fastest overall, but trades off quality for speed and is unable to
represent a posterior over 3D scenes.

Sparse-view 3D reconstruction results. Lastly, we evaluate reconstruction from sparse (6) views,
measuring PSNR and LPIPS at six held-out views spaced equally between the inputs. Quantitative
results are given in Table 1 (‘6-view reconstruction’ columns), while qualitative examples are
presented in the appendix (Fig. 9). We see that qualitative reconstruction performance is very good,
with fine details preserved, and plausible depth-maps. Quantitatively, our method slightly under-
performs GIBR on the furniture subset of MVImgNet, although it executes much faster. Note that
for this task we use only the autoencoder of our model, not the denoiser. Thus, these results also
demonstrate that the autoencoder faithfully preserves details in 3D scenes, even while compressing
them by 128×, justifying its use as a latent space over which to learn a generative prior.

Benefit of being generative and latent. We now evaluate several variants of our model, demon-
strating the benefit of operating on latent space, and of treating 3D reconstruction as a generative
(probabilistic) task, rather than deterministic. Results on MVImgNet are presented in Table 2. Here
Deterministic denotes a variant of our model where the denoiser is replaced by a deterministic
predictor of the latent variables representing the scene, given one input image. This model has the
same network architecture as the main model, but does not sample a posterior distribution over
possible scenes; instead it is expected to learn the conditional expectation in latent space. We see this
scores substantially lower than our model on LPIPS, and slightly lower on PSNR. This is expected
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Figure 4: Given a single input image from MVImgNet (first column), our model performs 3D
reconstruction in a generative manner, and can therefore produce multiple diverse back-views
(columns 2 through 7). When compared with the back-view generated by a deterministic model
(column 8), our model’s predictions are much sharper. Additional examples in the Appendix.

Figure 5: Given a single input image from RealEstate10K (first column), our model generates diverse
possible completions of parts of the house that are not initially visible. In the top row, the camera
moves into to the doorway to the left; in the bottom row, the camera moves along the hallway. In
both cases, our model generates diverse samples for the room that is revealed

since PSNR (which is based on mean square error) penalises overly-smoothed solutions less heavily
than LPIPS (which prefers perceptually-correct outputs, e.g. sharp edges even if these are slightly
misaligned). Moreover, qualitative results in Fig. 4 show that where our method generates many
sharp, plausible samples for unobserved parts of the scene, the deterministic variant yields a blurry
prediction that averages away the uncertainty. Moreover, for RealEstate10K (Fig. 5), our model can
generate diverse yet plausible contents for rooms that are not visible in the input frame, e.g. when
the camera moves through a doorway. Splats-as-latents denotes a natural ablation where instead
of learning a compressed latent space, we instead treat the multi-view splat parameters themselves
as the latent variables, and learn a denoiser directly over these. We train this ablation for the same
duration as our main model, to fairly measure the trade-off of performance vs accuracy. We see that
both generation and reconstruction performance is significantly worse than ours (57.3 vs 23.1 FID,
and 0.39 vs 0.32 LPIPS). Moreover, due to the 128× larger dimensionality, this model takes more
than 60× longer than ours to sample a 3D scene. Thus, for a fixed training compute budget, our latent
approach yields a clear benefit in terms of quality and accuracy. Lastly, Non-latent is an ablation that
uses a single-stage training process, similar to [2, 96]. Here the denoiser operates directly over pixels,
but incorporates our splat-based scene representation within the decoder, with clean pixels given by
rendering this at each denoising step. This model performs worse still (for equal training compute
budget), reaching an FID of 133.8 and LPIPS of 0.499.

5 Conclusion

Limitations. While using view-supported splats enables fast optimisation and real-time rendering,
our model must learn to align splats supported on different views. This sometimes leads to artifacts

Table 2: Non-generative and non-latent ablations of our method, on MVImgNet. Note we train all
models with an equal compute budget.

FID ↓ PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓ Time /s ↓
Full model 23.1 20.6 0.324 0.22
Deterministic – 20.0 0.466 0.02
Splats-as-latents 57.3 19.2 0.389 13.9
Non-latent 133.8 18.9 0.499 4.88
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at the edges of objects, where splats associated with different views are slightly misaligned. Future
work could explore using a hybrid 2D-3D architecture to reason over splats directly in 3D space.
Also, though our model trains on in-the-wild datasets of multi-view images, we still assume that each
scene is static, which prevents training on arbitrary videos. Lastly, we still require camera poses for
each image; while this is easily satisfied, it would be preferable to remove this requirement.

Conclusion. We introduced a latent diffusion model that samples and reconstructs large real-world
scenes represented as 3D Gaussians in as little as 0.2 seconds. Our evaluations showed that this
model performs 20× faster than the most recent 3D-aware diffusion models whilst maintaining scene
realism and enabling real-time rendering. Trained solely on posed multi-view images, without explicit
supervision, our model enables the use of diverse, in-the-wild datasets and paves the way for broad
adoption of generative models in the 3D domain.
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A Implementation Details

Optimisation. We train using AdamW [61] with a cosine learning rate schedule having maximum
value 6× 10−5 and 500 steps for warm-up. For regularisation, we use weight decay with strength
4× 10−2, and dropout with probability 0.28 after each U-Net block. Total batch size is 24 for the
autoencoder and 64 for the denoiser. For the denoiser, we use a linear noise schedule over 1000 steps,
with v-prediction as the objective [81]. These hyperparameters were chosen using automated random
sweeps, choosing the best-performing based on validation-set PSNR for single-image reconstruction.
During autoencoder training the KL weight β is set to 0.1, and we give the L2 and LPIPS losses equal
weight. We train with class conditioning (or unconditional for RealEstate10K) for 40% of batches,
image conditioning (for single-image reconstruction) for 40% of batches, and no conditioning (to
enable CFG) for the remaining 20%.

View selection. During autoencoder training, we select groups of six frames from the videos as input
to our model; these are drawn with stratified sampling so they are roughly evenly spaced through the
entire original video clip, minimising visual ambiguity. The autoencoder is trained to reconstruct six
immediately-adjacent frames (each randomly chosen as preceding or following an input frame); this
discourages pathological solutions with trivial 3D geometry that can arise when reconstructing the
exact input frames. During denoiser training, we again sample sets of input views following the same
strategy. No disjoint target views are required for this stage since pathological solutions do not arise
in the latent space. When training with image conditioning, we randomly select one view to use as
the conditioning image, and pass this separately through the encoder E. For testing single-image
reconstruction, we sample 12 views per scene. The middle view was used as the input for MVImgNet
and the first view for RealEstate10K; reconstruction metrics are calculated on the remaining 11 views.
For testing sparse-view reconstruction, we sample 12 views per scene, using alternate views for input
and evaluation. For testing unconditional/class-conditional generation, we use randomly chosen sets
of six camera poses from the validation set.

Splatter Image. We utilized the publicly available implementation from the original authors, training
it on the same splits of MVImgNet and RealEstate10K as our model. During training, we processed
mini-batches of scenes, each consisting of six posed views selected as for our model. One view was
randomly chosen as the input, while the remaining views served as ground truth to optimize the
model by comparing the generated renderings with the true images. For both datasets, we enable
prediction of 3D splat offsets. For testing, the middle view was used as the input for MVImgNet, and
the first view for RealEstate10K.

B Additional Results

B.1 Denoised vs heldout views

Here we measure how the quality of generated scenes varies between ‘denoised’ and ‘held-out’ views.
The denoised views are those on which we support both the splats and the latent representation zv;
the held-out views are evenly spaced between these (i.e. as far from them as possible). It is natural to
consider whether our image-centric approach encourages higher-quality images from the denoised
viewpoints. However, we find (see Table 3) that there is only minimal difference—FID is slightly
better on diffused views for both datasets, while held-out views actually show fractionally better
reconstruction metrics.

B.2 Additional Qualitative results

Figures 6–8 give additional qualitative results, following the same protocol as the corresponding
figures in the paper. Please refer to the respective captions for details.

C Compute Requirements

Our final models each trained for 24 GPU-days on a local cluster, on nodes with 4× NVIDIA A5000
GPUs (24GB VRAM) and single 16-core CPU with 128GB RAM; we used either two or four GPUs
per run. SplatterImage trained for approximately 4 GPU-days on the same hardware, using a single
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Table 3: Quality of denoised views, compared with and held-out views placed between them.
Comparable values indicate that although denoising occurs (and splats are supported on) a subset of
views, the 3D shape also re-renders accurately to other views

diffused held-out
FID ↓ PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓ FID ↓ PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓

MVImgNet 22.8 20.3 0.332 23.6 20.9 0.318
RealEstate10K 29.3 16.4 0.457 29.9 16.5 0.453

GPU per run. The total compute for the project (including preliminary runs and hyperparameter
sweeps) is estimated at 2500 GPU-days.
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(a) MVImgNet

(b) RealEstate10K

Figure 6: Additional qualitative examples of class-conditional (MVImgNet) and unconditional
generations (RealEstate10K) from our method. For each example, the top row shows six rendered
views of the sampled 3D scene, while the bottom row shows the corresponding depths.
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(a) MVImgNet

(b) RealEstate10k

Figure 7: Additional qualitative comparison of 3D reconstruction from a single image between our
model (upper row of each pair) and SplatterImage (lower row of each pair) on MVImgNet (a) and
RealEstate10k (b). The first column shows the input (conditioning) image, the second displays the
ground truth images, and the third and fourth columns display the predicted frames and depths,
respectively.
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Figure 8: Additional qualitative results for 3D reconstruction from a single image showing diversity
of sampled 3D assets. Given a single view as input (first column), our model samples 3D scenes from
the posterior distribution (center columns). In contrast to a deterministic baseline, which outputs
averaged blurry solution (last column), our model samples diverse plausible back-views
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(a) MVImageNet

(b) RealEstate10k

Figure 9: Additional qualitative results for 3D reconstruction from six images from our model on
MVImgNet (a) and RealEstate10k (b) datasets. First column shows input (conditioning) images,
second column shows the ground truth images (above) and images rendered from the sampled 3D
scene (below), while the third column shows its corresponds depths.
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